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Abstract: Wind energy penetration in power system has been increased very fast and large
amount of capitals invested for wind farms all around the world. Meanwhile, in power
systems with Wind Turbine Generators (WTGs), the value of AVAILABLE TRANSFER
CAPABILITY (ATC) is influenced by the probabilistic nature of the wind power. The
Mont Carlo Simulation (MCS) is the most common method to model the uncertainty of
WTG. However, the MCS method suffers from low convergence rate. To overcome this
shortcoming, the proposed technique in this paper uses a new formulation for solving ATC
problem analytically. This lowers the computational burden of the ATC computation and
hence results in increased convergence rate of the MCS. Using the proposed method, ATC
is calculated based on one step computations while numerous steps is required for ATC
calculation in iterative computational methods. Using this fast technique to evaluate the
ATC, wind generation and load correlation is required to get into modeling. A numerical
method is presented to consider load and wind correlation. The proposed method is tested
on the modified IEEE 118 bus to analyze the impacts of the WTGs on the ATC. The
obtained results show that wind generation capacity and its correlation with system load has
significant impacts on the network transfer capability. It is shown descriptively that a
complex and nonlinear relation exist among ATC distribution function, WTG capacity and
network topography.
Keywords: Copula, Correlation, Effective Load Carrying Capability, Reliability Indices,
Wind Power Generation.

1 Introduction1
1.1 Motivations and Aims
Available Transfer Capability (ATC) is an important
parameter in analyzing market behavior and system
reliability [1] that indicates the capability of transferring
power between generation nodes and the loads. In
conventional power system, generated power has been
adjusted and transferred to supply the load. In contrast
to conventional generation, due to the stochastic and
uncontrollable nature of the wind generation, wind
power has to be transferred to where it is needed or to
be curtailed. According to this compulsive transferring,
ATC of the system will change. However, determining
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effects of Wind Turbine Generators (WTGs) on ATC,
including all possible wind generation level in ATC
calculations, increases the computational burden.
Hence, developing a dependable method for fast and
accurate calculation of the ATC is of importance and
deserves particular attention.
1.2 Literature Review
Transmission management and determination of the
ATC have been carried out in several researches in a
deregulated environment [2]. In the market structure,
there are various sources of the uncertainties involved in
the ATC calculation which increase the calculation
time. Because of these conditions, fast calculation
methods have been developed in various papers, such as
[3, 4]. Sensitivity-based approaches, such as Power
Transfer Distribution Factors (PDTF) [2], have been
used in some studies for ATC calculations [5]. DC and
AC load flow have been employed in the PDTF method
for ATC calculation [1, 5]. Although, the AC load flow
is accurate, but it increases the calculation time [6]. On
the other hand, the DC load flow is very fast and easy to
understand for all market participants [7].
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For analyzing the effect of the uncertainties on the
ATC, probabilistic approaches can be used instead of
deterministic ones. Probabilistic approaches provide
more information [8]. Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)
[1, 9-12] and state selection method [13] have been
adopted for determination of the ATC distribution.
The impact of wind power penetration on calculation
ATC has been analyzed in recent works. In [14], a
clustering technique is used to select the samples for
fast calculation of ATC. Wind speed correlation has
been analyzed in [14]. In [15] a partitioning method
presented for power system to increase the speed of
ATC calculation to considering effect of distributed
generation in the distribution network. In this paper,
historical data for wind generation and load are used to
develop scenarios for MCS. In [16] some equations
developed to speed up the calculation time of
Continuation Power Flow (CPF) methods. CPF method
and MSC are used in [17] to calculate risk for
nondispatchable wind generations. CPF suffers from
slow speed convergence [17] and in combination with
MCS, the calculation time extremely increase. In [18], a
DC optimal power flow is used for net transfer capacity
(NTC) calculation in Germany. In this paper, renewable
generation effects on NTC have been analyzed and they
are proposed market mechanism to manage congestions.
1.3 Proposed Approach and Contributions
Mainly, this paper studies the effect of wind speed
and load correlation on the ATC distribution.
Considering the uncertainties and different scenarios,
calculation time is a serious challenge. To reduce the
computation time, a time efficient and practical
calculation method is proposed in this paper. In the first
stage, The ATC Calculation problem is stated as an
optimization problem where the aim is to maximize
ATC subject to the load flow equations and
transmission line capacity constraints. Considering DC
load flow, the optimization problem is simplified into a
linear optimization problem and consequently the
optimal solution is obtained analytically. The basic idea
is to interpret the concept of ATC as the amount of the
transferred power through the network which activates
the transmission constraints.
In the next stage of this paper, wind generation and
load correlation effect on ATC has been analyzed.
Considering Wind speed probability, probability
distribution of wind generation can be determined
according to wind turbine power curve. While wind
power generation and system load has a specified
correlation related to the characteristic of the studied
system. Considering joint Cumulative Mass Function
(CMF) of wind speed and system load, a numerical
method has presented to generate simultaneously
samples for these random variables. Finally, the MCS
technique and presented fast technique are utilized to
efficiently obtain probability mass function (PMF) of
the ATC.

1.4 Paper Organization
This paper is organized as follows. A Fast technique
is presented in section 2. In Section 3, the Monte Carlo
simulation data, such as load and wind model, are
introduced. Modeling their correlation has been
presented in this section. The Test system has been
introduced in section 4 and the simulation results are
presented. Finally, the paper is summarized and
concluded in section 5.
2 The Proposed Method to Computing of the ATC
2.1 Steady State Operation
The ATC between two buses, for example, between
a generation bus and a load bus, can be stated as the
solution of an optimization problem. In this problem the
transferred power, is bounded by the network constrains
namely transmission lines’ thermal limits, should be
maximized. This problem can be presented in the form
of an optimization problem that already presented by
2nd author in [19]. This problem is written in the form
of a standard optimization problem as stated below:
{min . − Ptrans,ij subject to

Pbranch ,k − P branch ,k ≤ 0;

for k = 1, 2, " , N l

(1)

− Ptrans,ij ≤ 0}
Pbranch ,k is found based on the bus injected power

(Pbus),

Pbranch ,k = f (Pbus )

(2)

where
T

Pbus = ⎡⎣ Pbus,1 Pbus,2 " Pbus,n ⎤⎦
(3)
which is computed based on bus generation and load. In
Eq. (1), f(.) is the power flow function for the power
system. Although, f(.) is a non-linear function, but
usually in transmission planning studies to reduce the
computational complexity the linear model known as
DC load flow is used [14]. So, in this paper f(.) is
substituted by DC power flow equations.
Using DC load flow equation Pbranch,k can be
obtained as:
⎡ θ1 ⎤
⎢θ ⎥
θm − θn
−1
Pbranch ,k =
= X mn e mn ⎢ 2 ⎥ = X −mn1 e mn θ
(4)
⎢#⎥
X mn
⎢ ⎥
⎣θn ⎦
where
emn = [ 0 " 1 " −1 " 0]
(5)
θ can be obtained from bus injected power:
θ = B −1 Pbus
(6)
These equations are presented for DC load flow in
[20]. To compute the ATC value between bus i and j,
we assumed that Ptrans,ij is added to bus i, as the
generation and the same value of load is added to bus j.
This can be expressed mathematically as follow:
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(P )
bus

new

⎡ Pbus ,1 ⎤ ⎡ 0 ⎤
⎢ # ⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢ # ⎥
⎢ Pbus ,i ⎥ ⎢ Ptrans ,ij ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
= ⎢ # ⎥+⎢ # ⎥
⎢ P ⎥ ⎢−P
⎥
⎢ bus , j ⎥ ⎢ trans ,ij ⎥
⎢ # ⎥ ⎢ # ⎥
⎢P
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎣ bus ,n ⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎦
= ( Pbus )old + e ijT × Ptrans ,ij

(7)

optimization problem is:

Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (4), results in:

Pbranch,k = X −mn1 emn B−1 ⎡⎣( Pbus )old + eijT Ptrans,ij ⎤⎦
−1
= X mn
emn B−1 ( Pbus )old

(8)

+ X −mn1 emn B−1eijT Ptrans,ij
Simplifying load flow equations with linear
functions, the optimization problem of Eq. (1) is linear;
hence the optimal value is obtained on the boundary. In
other words, the transmitted power can be increased
until a line in the network reaches its limit. Accordingly,
the optimization problem solution can be obtained by
solving the following linear algebra problem:

⎧⎪Pbranch ,k − P branch ,k = 0
for k = 1, 2," , N l
(9)
⎨
⎪⎩P branch ,k − Pbranch ,k = 0
where P branch,k = −Pbranch,k . Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq.
(9) results in,
for k = 1, 2," , N

l
⎧ ⎛
⎞
+ eT × P
⎪f ⎜ Pbus
⎟ − P branch, k = 0
ij
trans,ij
old
⎪ ⎝
⎠
⎨
⎛
⎞
⎪P
−f ⎜ P
+ eT × P
⎟=0
⎪⎩ branch, k
⎝ bus old ij trans,ij ⎠

(10)

line k. By Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (10),
⎧ P branch ,k − X −mn1 e mn B −1 ( Pbus )
old
⎪
−1
−1 T
X
e
B
e
⎪
mn mn
ij
⎪
=
P
( trans ,ij )k ⎨
⎪P
−1
−1
⎪ branch ,k − X mn e mn B ( Pbus )old
⎪
X −mn1 e mn B −1 e Tij
⎩
for k = 1, 2, " , N l

(11)

( )

( )

Equation (10) must be to be solved for ( Ptrans,ij )k for

By

assuming

Pbranch,k = −Pbranch,k ,

where

(Ptrans,ij)k ≥ 0 then

(P )

trans,ij k
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−1
⎧ Pbranch,k − Xmn
emn B−1 ( Pbus )old
⎪
−1
Xmn
emn B−1eijT
⎪
⎪
=⎨
⎪
−1
−1
⎪ −Pbranch,k − Xmn emn B ( Pbus )old
1
1
−
−
⎪
Xmn emn B eijT
⎩

In [4], similar equation has been used for
considering contingencies in power system. However,
solution method in this paper is basically different. In
[4], equation has been developed based on sensitivity
matrix and base case load flow. In this paper, the
solution is proposed based on the linear optimization
method.
Since ( Ptrans,ij )k is positive, the solution for ATC

−1
if Xmn
emn B−1eTij > 0

(12)
if X emn B e < 0
−1
mn

−1 T
ij

ATC = P*
trans, ij
⎧⎪ ⎛
⎞ ⎫⎪
=min ⎨ ⎜ P
⎟ ⎬
⎩⎪ ⎝ trans, ij ⎠ k ⎭⎪

for k = 1, 2, " , N

(13)
l

Equation (12) shows that ATC depends on the
network parameters, such as branch thermal limits
( P branch ,k ), branch impedances ( X −mn1 and B −1 ) and
operating states ( (Pbus ) old ) which is determined based on
generation and demand value. Although the branch and
generation outage and load uncertainty can affect the
ATC value, but they are not the main concerns. Hence,
this paper will focus on load and generation uncertainty,
only.
2.2 Wind Power Penetration
In the steady state conditions, slack bus generators
adjust their outputs for small variations in load and
generation. Hence there is no need to re-dispatch the
system generators. This is considered in Eq. (13),
implicitly. In a system with small wind generators, slack
bus generators have to response to integrated wind
power. The system net load is obtained as the
differences between actual load and wind generation.
Load level decrease in the system. Hence the variable
generation of the wind power turbines changes the
system steady state operation and it is necessary to
recalculate the ATC Value.
Because of the uncertainty in the wind speed, wind
power generation can be exactly determined. Hence
with wind power integration, there is a level of
uncertainty in the ATC value. As it has mentioned, with
wind power integration, net load determined as follow:
(14)
( Pbus )net = ( Pbus )old + ( Pwind )
In this equation (Pwind) is the wind generation vector,
shows wind generation in each bus. The transmission
power in branches changes due to wind generation
level. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), yields,
⎧ P branch ,k − X −mn1 e mn B−1 ⎡( Pbus ) + ( Pwind ) ⎤
old
⎣
⎦
⎪
X −mn1 e mn B−1eijT
⎪
⎪
(if X −mn1 e mn B−1eijT > 0)
⎪
=
P
(15)
( trans,ij )k ⎨
−1
−1
⎪ − P branch ,k − X mn e mn B ⎡⎣( Pbus )old + ( Pwind ) ⎤⎦
⎪
X −mn1 e mn B−1eijT
⎪
⎪
(if X −mn1 e mn B−1eijT < 0)
⎩
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Hence, changes in (Ptrans,ij)k can be write base on
wind generated power:
X −mn1 emn B−1 ( Pwind )
Δ ( Ptrans,ij )k = −
(16)
X −mn1 emn B−1eTij
ATC + Δ ATC =

⎪⎧ ⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞ ⎪⎫
min ⎨ ⎜ P
⎟ + Δ ⎜ Ptrans, ij ⎟ ⎬
trans,
ij
⎠k
⎝
⎠ k ⎭⎪
⎩⎪ ⎝
for k = 1, 2, " , N
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Fig. 1 Wind Speed Histogram for 52560 sample (sampling
every 10 minutes in one year).
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3 Probabilistic Approach
Based on Eq. (15) the ATC is a linear combination
of two random variables, i.e. load and wind generations.
If the load and wind probabilistic distributions are
identified, then the ATC probabilistic parameters can be
obtained using Eq. (15). The ATC’s mean and variance
can be easily determined and these are enough for
identifying ATC distribution provided that load and
wind have normal distribution. While load is usually
modeled with normal distribution function in short-term
analysis, but in long term load distribution is not
normal. Moreover, the wind generation distribution is
completely different from a normal distribution.
Therefore, the ATC distribution is not normal. The most
common way to determine this distribution is Monte
Carlo Simulation Method. In this method the
probabilistic distribution function of all input variables
should be determined.

25000
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15000

10000

5000

3.1 Load
In this paper, the empirical load data recorded in
Khorasan province, Iran 2007 and 2008, are used for the
analysis and modeling. The load data includes 8760
hourly samples, recorded over one year.
3.2 Wind Generation
In this study, the wind speed data recorded in Khaf
area, Khorasan province, Iran in 2007 and 2008, are
used. Histogram for wind speed has been shown in Fig.
1.
The wind power values have been calculated based
on the hourly average of wind speed data, using turbine
power curve. Typical pitch-controlled WTG are
considered in this study. No known standard distribution
function can be fitted to the samples that have been
plotted in Fig. 1. Using MCS and sampling from wind
speed, wind power generation can be determined.
A piece-wise linear WTG power curve is
represented in [21] and the wind generation is obtained
based on the method described in [22]. In a wind farm,
as the wind speed regime is assumed to be the same for
all turbines, total generated power is obtained by
aggregating the generations of all wind turbines.
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Fig. 2 Scatter plot for Load Samples and Wind Power
Generation shows their correlation.

3.3 Modeling Correlation Between Wind Power
Generation and Load
The marginal distribution of the wind speed was
shown in the previous section. The Scatter plot for the
wind power generation and load samples is shown in
Fig. 2. This figure indicates the correlation between the
wind power generation and load with the correlation
degree of 0.42. As it has been shown in the Fig. 2, wind
power generation and system loads are not independent.
If load level is identified, wind power generation is
bounded according to their correlation.
Joint Cumulative Mass Function (CMF) for wind
power generation and load samples has been plotted in
Fig. 3. As plotted in Fig. 3, for each level of system load
there is a CMF for wind power generation. For a
specified level of load, probability for wind power
generation can be obtained based on follow:
prob ( L = l0 , Pw ≤ p w ) =

Cap

∑ prob ( L = l , P

p w =0

0

w

= pw )
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Fig. 5 Output Power for an instance Wind Turbine.

Fig. 3 Joint CMF for Load and Wind Power Generation.

C = prob ( L = l0 ) = ∑ prob ( Pw = p w L = l0 )
pw

1.1
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Pr ( L = l0 , Pw ≤ p w ) = C × ∑ Pr ( Pw = p w L = l0 )
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Fig. 4 Joint CMF versus Wind Power Generation

CMF for wind in a constant load (l0) is illustrated in
Fig. 4. In this figure, joint CMF has been plotted for
wind power generation variations.
As it has been shown in Fig. 4, the CMF in each
system level is different. Now corresponding to each
selected load level, conditional CMF for wind power
generation is obtained. Well-known Bayes Theorem for
conditional probability is stated as follow:
prob ( L = l, Pw = p w )
(19)
= prob Pw = p w L = l × prob ( L = l )

(

)

Equation (18) can be rewritten by conditional
probability as follow:
prob ( L = l0 , Pw ≤ p w )
Cap
(20)
= ∑ prob ( Pw = p w L = l0 ) × prob ( L = l0 )
p w =0

Probability of load is the value of CMF in the
maximum wind power generation:
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(21)

C is depended on the load value. So:

System Load in 10 MW
System Load in 15 MW
System Load in 20 MW
System Load in 30 MW

1.0

1.0

Output Power (pu)

(22)

Hence, the probability of wind power generation
varies between 0 and C at each specified level of load.
The inverse CMF method can be used to generate Wind
power generation samples [22]. Uniform variables have
been generated on the interval [0 C].
Using inverse CMF, a wind power generation
sample has been generated corresponding to each
variable. The resulting value follows the wind
distribution for a constant level of load. Wind
generation distribution has been easily achieved based
on wind power generation samples. Histogram for wind
generation in base load (10 MW) and high load (30
MW) has been shown in Fig. 5.
4 Simulation Results
The proposed method is applied to the IEEE 118-bus
test system for the evaluation. IEEE 118-bus system
consists of 186 branches. IEEE 118-bus test system has
3 different zones. Peak load is 4242 MW. The
transmission capacity limits are not given in the basic
system data, thus the MVA limits for branches are set to
500.
4.1 Results Verification
In presented method, the load flow is assumed to be
DC. In this section, the result of presented method is
compared with the ATC values that have been obtained
from DC load flow. To analyzing the effect of the
assumption, a Continuation Power Flow (CPF), method
is used to calculate the ATC, based on DC power flow
(DC-PF). In CPF method, calculation is repeated for
each increment in load at the sink bus and generation in
source bus, till any line capacity limits has been overridded [18]. Calculation time depends on the step size
that has been selected to search for the answer.
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Table 1 Comparison of ATC Values (MW) for IEEE 118-bus.
CPF method
(MW)
793
802
929
811
940
753
718
668
890

5%

10%

Mean
Value

Standard
Deviation

Mean
Value

Standard
Deviation

716.76

82.03

654.93

183.47

Medium 661.26

98.78

578.26

194.99

104.47

368.14

201.16

Base
High

548.96

Table 1 shows the comparison between result that is
obtained from presented method and CPF method for
IEEE 118 bus test system. ATC has been calculated for
8 different cases. In all cases, there is no WTG and load
is half of peak load. Results are obtained from proposed
method is matched with DC-PF results.
In CPF method, calculation has been started from
200 MW and procedure has been discretized in 1 MW
steps to decrease the time of calculation. It is worth
noting, ATC distribution is obtained, using CPF method
by heavy computational burden such that the
distribution cannot be achieved in rational time. While
this drawback is eliminated using the proposed method.
Table 2 shows the calculation time for 1000 samples in
selected cases using a 2.13 GHz Intel Core i3 processor
with 4 GB of RAM.
As Table 2 shows, calculation time for proposed
method is much lower than CPF method. Hence CPF
method is not suitable for large systems [23]. Proposed
method calculation time is independent from case study.
In CPF method calculation time increase when the ATC
value is high.
4.2 Wind Power Penetration
In this section, it has considered that the 4 wind
turbine installed in 4 different sites in the system.
Different scenario can be defined based on load level,
wind capacity penetration and selected paths for
transmission power. The aggregated wind generation
capacity is considered to increase from 5 % to 10 % of
system peak load. Wind generations added to buses
number 59, 61, 65 and 66.

Aggregated Wind Generation Capacity
5%

600
500

Count

CPF method
(sec.)
2338.7
1887.0
3237.3
2708.5
3269.8
2679.4
1484.3
1338.6

System
Load

Proposed Method
(sec.)
1.74
1.47
1.42
1.55
1.54
1.64
1.70
1.51

Aggregated Wind Generation Capacity

Table 4 Mean Value and Standard Deviation for ATC from
Bus 90 to Bus 49.

Table 2 Calculation Time for ATC Value.
Bus Number
From
To
58
17
90
17
58
49
90
49
49
58
90
58
49
90
58
90

Table 3 Mean Value and Standard Deviation for ATC from
Bus 17 to Bus 90.

10%

Mean Standard
Value Deviation

Mean
Value

Standard
Deviation

819.25

44.80

832.79

62.03

Medium 833.01

34.64

854.22

51.56

31.65

850.54

48.67

Base
High

815.98

Wind Capacity at 5%
Wind Capacity at 10%

400
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0
200

300

400
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700

800

600

700
800
ATC Value (MW)

(a)
500
400

Count

Proposed Method
(MW)
792.06
801.46
928.23
810.27
939.38
752.67
717.8
667.77
889.09

System
Load

Bus Number
From
To
58
17
90
17
58
49
90
49
49
58
90
58
49
90
58
90
17
90

300
200
100
0
200

300

400

500

(b)

Fig. 6 ATC distribution for Table 3 scenarios: a) Low Load b)
High Load.

All sites have equal size and Capacity of these
generation set 25 % of aggregated wind power. ATC for
two different paths have been calculated.
As it has shown in Tables 3 and 4, wind generation
effect on ATC is differed base on case study. Both
increase and decrease of ATC value can be observed. In
Table 3, the results show negative effect of wind
generation increment on system ATC value whereas in
Table 4, ATC value increase with wind generation.
The ATC distribution for 4 scenarios has been
plotted in Fig. 6. According to this figure, ATC
distribution is similar to wind generation distribution as
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it has been expected according to Eq. (16). Beside wind
generation distribution load level determines, ATC
distribution trend.
Although, wind generation effect in low load
scenarios is smaller than its effect on high load
scenarios. This can be explained by the correlation
between wind and load that mentioned in section 2.
According to the results, variance for these cases
increases when the wind generation capacity is high.
Decrement in mean value as well as increment in
standard deviation indicate negative effect of WTG on
the system ATC. This is clear on the high load scenario
in Fig. 6(b). On the other hand, positive impact of ATC
can be seen in Table 4, while the mean value increase in
medium load and the standard deviation decrease. For
generation and transmission expansion planning, experts
have to consider this subject in placement and sizing of
WTGs. The results may differ from case to case but
presented method can be applied for all system, which is
time efficient and has low computational cost.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, a new formulation for the ATC
problem was proposed to solve the problem analytically.
In the proposed formulation, ATC problem was
converted as a linear one that decreases the calculation
time. A proof presented for the ATC calculation using
the PDTF and linear combination of the injected
powers. With the aid of the proposed method, the Monte
Carlo Simulation time significantly decreases. Hence,
the proposed method is suitable for modeling different
sources of uncertainty. A numerical algorithm based on
inverse CMF method has been used to decompose wind
power generation according to its dependency to load
level. The numerical results show the influence of wind
farm location on ATC value. If wind farms locate in
adequate place, additional transmission capacity can be
released. Conversely, a wind farm in inadequate bus
occupies line transmission capacity. Proposed equation
shows the effect of network structure, wind capacity and
dependency to load level on ATC value. Analytical
result has been confirmed with simulated scenarios.
Appendix
List of Symbols
Ptrans,ij
Power transfer between bus i and j
Pbranch,k Power transmitted in like k

P branch ,k
Nl
Pbus
Xmn
Θ
B
( Pbus )old
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Upper thermal limit of branch k
Number of branches
Bus injected power matrix
The impedance value for line k between bus
m and n
Bus angle vector
Susceptance matrix
Base load matrix for buses

Pwind
L
L
Pw
pw
Cap
C

Wind power generation matrix
Load variable
Load level
Wind generation variable
Wind generation level
Wind turbine capacity
Probability for marginal loads
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